
 

The Rizer 
 

Congratulations on your choice of new and innovative tools.  
The primary purpose of the Rizer is to make Nail Pulling much easier. 

 
See more at RizerHammerHelper.com 

 

1. Slide the harness over the hammer claw allowing the Nail attracting 
magnet to point towards the nail. Once firmly in place, tip hammer to insert 
nail head into the claw, and pull back.  The increased angle helps the 
hammer do its job with far more ease. With less possible indent damage 
from the hammerhead, especially softer surfaces like sheetrock 

 

2. The Rizer is also magnetic nail set that can be used with a variety of 
sized nails, screws, staples.  Can be used one handed.  When used with 
brackets the magnets not only hold the nail in place but the Rizer also 
magnetically helps grip the bracket as well as the nail.  One strike should 
set the nail, then remove the Rizer then pound the nail to desired depth. 

 

Use with crowbars for a lot more prying leverage and power. Can be used 
with most pry bars. Simply attach to prying end of bar.  

 

There are many uses for the Rizer.  As a leverage “focal point or fulcrum.” 
the Rizer will give you far more ability to pry objects apart with a lot less 
effort.  
 
Not just prying apart objects but use with pliers to extract stripped screws.  

 

The Rizer has a designed groove for opening your favorite beverage.  It 
can be used two ways.  Slide it straight on and lift up, or pull it onto the 
bottle from the back (as a bar hook) and use leverage and rock it upward 
then pop the cap.  Your bottle opener is always handy. 

 

The Rizer is an Awesome tool!  The tougher the job, the higher the Rizer 
performs in order to make your job much easier.  The Rizer even improvs 
Crow Bars, wrecking bars, flat bars.  Rizer elevates the point of contract 
where the “real” muscle of the job is done.  

See the Rizer Web Site for more uses of the Rizer: RizerHammerHelper.com  
Safety: always use safety glasses, gloves, ear protection ( for loud projects).  

NEVER try to pound an object with Rizer attached to hammer head. 

 



 
 

 
 

 
 
 

  
 
 
 
Use Rizer to help lift objects; like a door for example that you are inserting hinge pins.  
 
  
 
How frustrating is trying to extract an old stripped screw, just spins in place while you reverse torque attempting 
to dislodge the screw.  Answer:  Grab the Rizer and pliers, a gentle upward pressure and like magic your 
frustration is gone.  When you disassemble an old deck or shed, the reclaimed lumber you can gain is well worth 
your time. 

 
 
 

The Rizer does wonders with a putty knife.  Need to gently remove trim, flooring, cabinets, countertops?  The 
Rizer is your “go to” tool!  Less demolition damage to objects that you plan to reuse is very significant 
accomplishment, resulting in a lot less damage and repairs needed at a later date.  The extra leverage that you 
are able to achieve will surprise you.  The really cool point is that Rizer works with the tools that you already 
own, there is no need to waste time looking for another tool at the hardware store, that you will now have to 
store. 
The Rizer is so efficient at making tools more powerful that it can help anyone increase their nail pulling power. 
Kids love the Rizner, now they can pull their own tree house nails.  Ladies love the Rizer.  It helps them pull that 
stubborn nail, without having to go find that man!  In this picture the Rizer is helping pull a decking screw.  Yes it 
ripped that screw right out of the tree, a task that the Hammer alone could not perform!  Have Fun With Your 
New Rizer! 

 
 
 

 
 


